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Firmware: 6.5.1089 (November 12, 2021)

Core changes

1. Possibility of  renewal and early return of LCP-protected books.

2. New application Photo Frame to view photos in a slide show mode with the possibility 
to add the current time and date of the shooting to the images.

Reading program

1. A new faster engine (Quick based on Pdfium) supporting up-to-date PDF book formatting 
for working with PDF files.

2. New convenient scroll mode for files with fixed layout (PDF, DjVu), in which the pages 
«stick together» creating the effect of continuous scrolling.

3. More precise swipe gesture detection which is used for paging books.

4. Added possibility to return to the page that was open before calling up the search menu 
in the text.

5. Automatic exit from the footnote mode after five pages.

6. Faster opening of the Book Info menu.

7. Added possibility to resize the font of the dictionary article by pinch-to-zoom gestures 
in the dictionary window.

8. Removed the extra flashing of the screen after calling up the context menu that is 
displayed when text is selected while reading.

9. Fixed the problem of possible low quality screen updates after selecting text for 
highlighting.
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10. Fixed the problem of incorrectly jumping back within a text after reading a footnote in 
some FB2-formatted books.

Book Store app

1. Autocomplete suggestions when searching in the Book Store app.

Browser application

1. Full screen mode.

Library app

1. More correct sorting of books by name, file name and series in case their metadata 
contain numbers (numerological order instead of lexicographic).

2. The search function now already works automatically while typing.

3. Added the Sync icon to the Send To folder to quickly resync with the  Send-to-PocketBook 
service directly from the Library app.

4. Fixed the problem of the incorrect display of some characters in book names in Czech, 
Georgian and Hebrew.

Other improvements

1. Automatic closure of the USB exchange window when the drive of the device was 
correctly ejected from the host OS.

2. Added the ability to move cards to the top right by double-click in the Klondike app.

3. Notes sorting for export has been improved.
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4. Faster processing of adding and deleting books via the Main Menu or in the Library in 
case the Library already contains a huge amount of books.

5. Fixed an issue with the Sleep Cover function that sometimes occurred when closing the 
cover of the device while turning it off.

6. UI enhancements of the Onleihe app.

7. Fixed the icon layout in the application list so there is no overlapping any more.

8. Fixed the problem that the automatic synchronization with the Dropbox service was not 
switched off when the corresponding option was disabled in the Settings.

9. Wording enhancements.

10. Other minor bug fixes.


